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The Supreme Court’s per curiam decision in Bush v. Gore, sparked a considerable amount of criticism and discussion. During this debate, many scholars have argued that the Court’s decision was fundamentally incompatible with its previous federalism decisions. This article contends that this criticism is misplaced. It argues that while the per curiam opinion in Bush v. Gore decision embraced a novel and rather expansive understanding of equal protection that seems largely out of character for the Rehnquist Court, the Court’s decision to intervene and resolve the election dispute was not inconsistent with its general approach to constitutional federalism.

This article argues that the contention that the Bush v. Gore decision is inconsistent with the core aspects of the Rehnquist Court’s federalism jurisprudence is overdrawn in two important respects. First, it argues that to describe the Rehnquist Court’s federalism decisions solely in terms of their solicitude for states political autonomy or “respecting states’ rights” is too simplistic. Secondly, it argues that the Bush v. Gore decision is fully consistent with previous federal jurisprudence decisions that the Court should resolve any questions of constitutional meaning.

I. INTRODUCTION

In Bush v. Gore, the United States Supreme Court ended the legal dispute over the 2000 presidential election and effectively awarded the presidency to George W. Bush. In a per curiam opinion joined by five Justices, the Court reversed the December 8, 2000 judgment of the Florida Supreme Court that had ordered the manual counting of all “undervoted” ballots in the state. The Court held that the procedures governing the manual count did “not satisfy the minimum requirement for nonarbitrary treatment of voters” under the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, leading to “unequal evaluation of ballots in various respects.” Specifically, the Florida Supreme Court had not specified a uniform standard for discerning the “intent of the voter”; some counties had manually counted both the overvoted and the undervoted ballots, while others were evaluating only the undervotes; and the certified vote total in at least one county included the results of a partially completed manual count. The Court further held that, according Florida law, no election contest proceeding could continue past December 12, six days before the meeting of the Electoral College. As the Court rendered its decision at 10 p.m. on December 12, Vice President Gore’s contest of the certified vote totals could go no further, and Florida’s twenty-five electoral votes were awarded to Bush.

Although some commentators have defended the Court’s analysis, and a few others have defended the outcome, most have denounced the decision as unprincipled and even lawless. Criticisms have varied, but many are tinged with the accusation that the Court acted hypocritically. The per curiam opinion embraced a novel application of the Equal Protection Clause to interfere with the traditional state function of running elections, and the remedy that the Court ordered—ending the election contest—was based on its own interpretation of Florida election law, apparently encroaching on the Florida Supreme Court’s authority to determine the meaning of Florida statutes. Yet the five justices who joined that opinion have, on prior occasions, emphasized the importance of respecting “the autonomy, the decisionmaking ability, and the sovereign capacity of the States” and on that basis have declared several acts of Congress unconstitutional. The election decision’s intrusion into “functions essential to [the separate] and independent existence” of the states, many have suggested, is irreconcilable with the fact that “the Rehnquist Court has been built on the rock of respecting states’ rights, not interfering with them.”

Whatever the merits of these criticisms on other grounds, the contention that Bush v. Gore is inconsistent with the core aspects of the Rehnquist Court’s federalism jurisprudence is overdrawn in two important respects. First, to describe the Rehnquist Court’s federalism decisions solely in terms of their solicitude for states’ political autonomy or “respecting states’ rights” is too simplistic. Constitutional federalism has two sides: (1) the limits on Congress’ powers, which protect the states from an overweening federal government, and (2) the limits on state power, which preserve federal supremacy where Congress is competent to regulate and protect the interests of the nation from parochial state interference. To be sure, one of the hallmarks of the Rehnquist Court has been its reinvigoration of the federalism-based limits on congressional power. This Court has interpreted several constitutional provisions in a manner that has imposed new restrictions on Congress’
But the Rehnquist Court has not introduced similar changes to the other, “union-preserving” side of federalism: the structural limits on state authority. Rather, the Court has enforced the Constitution’s limitations on state power—principally those contained in the doctrine of preemption and the dormant Commerce Clause—quite vigorously, frequently striking down state exercises of the traditional police power because of their interference with competing national interests. Indeed, in federalism disputes not involving the breadth of Congress’ powers, this Court has regularly favored federal policy priorities and the interests of the national economy over assertions of state sovereignty, even while acknowledging the implications of these decisions for the federal-state balance. Thus, while the Rehnquist Court’s “federalism revolution” has imposed new limits on Congress, and thereby modestly enhanced some aspects of state autonomy, it has not championed states’ political independence more generally.

Second, Bush v. Gore is fully consistent with—indeed, it exemplifies—another important facet of the Rehnquist Court’s federalism jurisprudence: the Court’s assertion of primacy in resolving questions of constitutional meaning. Although the explicit doctrinal effect of the Court’s “new federalism” decisions has been to limit congressional authority vis-à-vis the states, an implicit (and perhaps more significant) consequence has concerned the separation of national powers between the judicial and legislative branches. Specifically, these decisions have enhanced the power of the Court relative to Congress, making the judiciary the exclusive arbiter of constitutional questions that, at least for the past several generations, have been entrusted largely to the political process. For instance, the Court has ruled that only the judiciary can provide the final answers to whether Congress has exceeded its powers under the Commerce Clause, whether Congress has transgressed the restrictions imposed by the Tenth Amendment, and whether Congress has gone beyond its authority to enact “appropriate legislation” to enforce the Fourteenth Amendment. With respect to each of these issues, the Court has replaced substantial deference to the judgments of Congress with independent and fairly rigorous standards of judicial review. In some instances, the Court has expressly justified this aggressive review on the ground that Congress’ institutional incentives render its determinations unworthy of deference—in other words, that Congress cannot be trusted to make principled judgments about the proper division of authority between the national government and the states.

Bush v. Gore fits this pattern nicely. It is another instance of the Rehnquist Court asserting the judiciary’s role (or, in its words, “unsought responsibility”) to resolve the relevant constitutional questions rather than deferring to the political process. For had the Court not ended the election dispute, it appeared likely that Congress would have been forced to decide whether the manual count of the undervoted ballots ordered by the Florida Supreme Court was consistent with the Equal Protection Clause and the “Manner directed” Clause of Article II. Had Vice President Gore prevailed after the hand count, the Florida legislature almost certainly would have appointed a separate slate of Bush electors, and both sets of electoral votes would have been forwarded to Congress. Congress then would have been required to decide, according to the procedures set forth in the Electoral Count Act, which set of electors had been lawfully appointed. By granting certiorari and deciding the case as it did, the Court determined that it was the proper institution to resolve these momentous questions of constitutional meaning to the exclusion of democratic politics.

The point of this article is not to offer a normative assessment of the Rehnquist Court’s federalism jurisprudence—to evaluate whether its differing approaches to the two sides of federalism can be reconciled, or to assess the wisdom of this shift in authority from Congress to the Court in the enforcement of the boundaries of federal power. Rather, my aim is simply to debunk the popular conception that Bush v. Gore is somehow fundamentally incompatible with this Court’s prior federalism decisions. Once one considers how this Court has decided federalism issues not involving the breadth of Congress’ powers, and how it has viewed its role relative to Congress’ in resolving constitutional questions implicating the federal-state balance, the election decision is largely consistent with what has come before. In fact, Bush v. Gore may be the quintessential example of the Rehnquist Court’s unwillingness to defer to Congress—that is, its profound distrust of politics as an arbiter of constitutional meaning.

II. THE “UNION-PRESERVING” SIDE OF CONSTITUTIONAL FEDERALISM

Perhaps the single constitutional objective with which the Rehnquist Court has become most closely associated is the “reservation of the States as independent and autonomous political entities.” The number of federal statutes that this Court has partially or completely invalidated in the name of protecting the “residuary and inviolable sovereignty” reserved explicitly to the States is, in many respects, startling. The Court has invalidated the Gun-Free School Zones Act and the civil remedy provision of the Violence Against Women Act as beyond Congress’ power to regulate interstate commerce,
finding them impermissible intrusions on the states’ traditional police power. It has held that the Clean Water Act and the federal arson statute do not reach substantial categories of conduct because the statutes might otherwise exceed Congress’ commerce power. It has invalidated provisions of the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments of 1985 and the Brady Handgun Violence Protection Act as inconsistent with the Tenth Amendment. The Rehnquist Court has concluded in several important statutes, including the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and the Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA), that Congress did not validly abrogate states’ sovereign immunity from unconsented private suits for money damages. And it has held that the ADA, the ADEA, the Religious Freedom Restoration Act, and the civil remedy provision of the Violence Against Women Act exceeded Congress’ authority to enact enforcement legislation under section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment.

These “new federalism” decisions have enhanced the political independence of state governments, at least as a doctrinal matter. By limiting Congress’ power to enact legislation under the Commerce Clause and sharply restricting its authority under section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment, the Court has broadened the domain in which states have exclusive authority to regulate private conduct. By holding that Congress cannot “commandeer” state legislatures or executive officials into enacting or enforcing federal regulatory programs, the Court has restricted the means by which the national government can control the conduct of state and local governments. And by holding that Congress can abrogate the sovereign immunity of states from unconsented private suits for money damages only through legislation validly enacted under section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment, the Court has substantially curtailed a principal means for Congress to enforce federal law against the states. All else being equal, each of these results should mean greater autonomy for states in pursuing their own policy agendas.

Given this apparent “revolution” in federalism, expressly grounded in a renewed emphasis on the status of states as sovereigns co-equal with the federal government, the Court’s decision in Bush v. Gore might seem anomalous or, worse, hypocritical. Relying on precedent addressing poll taxes and the systematic malapportionment of voting districts—equality concerns qualitatively different from those presented in the election litigation—the Court interpreted the Equal Protection Clause as imposing a number of procedural requirements on state election proceedings. States must formulate standards for evaluating ballots that are more specific than the “intent of the voter”; the manual counting of ballots cannot include undervoted ballots without also including overvoted ballots, and no jurisdiction within a state can include a partially completed hand count of the ballots meeting the criteria for reexamination. These are significant new constraints on the discretion that states have traditionally enjoyed in running elections, presumably a core aspect of their sovereignty.

More to the point, the remedy ordered by the Court was that the election contest must end—that “any recount seeking to meet the December 12 [deadline established by Florida law] will be unconstitutional.” But the Florida Supreme Court had not decided that December 12 was a firm deadline under Florida law. To reach this conclusion, the United States Supreme Court itself interpreted Florida law as “requir[ing] that any controversy or contest that is designed to lead to a conclusive selection of electors be completed by December 12.” But whether Florida election law dictated that December 12 was a drop-dead date for the resolution of any election contest, no matter what had happened during the original election, was purely a question of state law, and one that the Florida Supreme Court had not yet addressed. By deciding the issue itself, the United States Supreme Court seemed to disregard a fundamental aspect of Florida’s status as a co-equal sovereign: Florida courts are the ultimate authority on the meaning of Florida law. For these reasons, Bush v. Gore seems to contradict the Rehnquist Court’s commitment to respecting the sovereignty and “dignity” interests of state governments.

There is a fair measure of truth in this assessment. In addition to enhancing states’ political autonomy, many of the Rehnquist Court’s federalism decisions have spoken in broad terms about the constitutional significance of the “separate” and “essential” sovereignty of the states. But there is more to the structural edifice of federalism than the limits on Congress’ legislative authority—the matter that these cases have generally addressed. The Constitution also places limits on state power, limits that are intended to preserve federal supremacy in those areas in which Congress is competent to act and to protect the national interest from parochial state interference. The two principal bases for this “union-preserving” aspect of federalism are the Supremacy Clause and the dormant Commerce Clause. The Supremacy Clause, through the doctrine of preemption, dictates that validly enacted federal laws shall negate state laws with which they conflict. The dormant Commerce Clause generally nullifies state laws that place an undue burden on interstate commerce.

Once we acknowledge that these union-preserving limits on state authority are an important aspect of “constitutional federalism,” the popular conception of the Rehnquist Court as a steadfast champion of state sovereignty becomes untenable.
Despite the sweeping language of some its more prominent federalism opinions, this Court’s actual devotion to states’ political autonomy has varied widely by context. Although the Rehnquist Court has stressed the importance of the states’ status as co-equal sovereigns in cases addressing the breadth of Congress’ legislative powers, its approach to preemption and dormant Commerce Clause questions has been quite different. If anything, this Court has tended to protect the prerogatives of the federal government and the interests of the national economy at the expense of states’ independent policy choices. In this sense, although the expansive interpretation of the Equal Protection Clause embraced in *Bush v. Gore* seems uncharacteristic of the Rehnquist Court, the election decision simply does not contradict this Court’s well-established federalism jurisprudence. In truth, this Court has regularly disregarded important state sovereignty interests in federalism cases not involving the limits on congressional authority.

### A. Preemption

The most pervasive federalism-based limit on state power is preemption,[51] a doctrine derived from the Supremacy Clause.[52] Dating to *McCulloch v. Maryland,[53]* the Supreme Court has understood the Supremacy Clause to negate any state law conflicting with federal law.[54] As Chief Justice Marshall wrote in *Gibbons v. Ogden,[55]* the Supremacy Clause nullifies state laws that “interfere with, or are contrary to, the laws of Congress.”[56] So long as Congress acts within its enumerated powers, it has the authority to displace state law addressing the same subject, and it can do so in express or implied terms. State law is expressly preempted when Congress explicitly states its intent to displace the type of state regulation at issue.[57] State law is impliedly preempted under any of three conditions: (1) federal law is so comprehensive in a particular field that it “make[s] reasonable the inference that Congress left no room for the States to supplement it”;[58] (2) it is physically impossible to comply with both federal and state law;[59] or (3) state law “stands as an obstacle to the accomplishment and execution of the full purposes and objectives of Congress.”[60] Despite these distinct doctrinal categories, the essential question in every preemption case is the same: Has Congress intended to displace the type of state law at issue?[61]

As the Supreme Court has acknowledged, Congress’ authority to preempt state law is “an extraordinary power”[62] that has enormous implications for the constitutional balance between the federal government and the states.[63] The fields regulated in some fashion by Congress have grown dramatically since the New Deal, particularly in the last thirty years. From crime to occupational safety to the environment, federal law pervasively governs private conduct that generally was subject only to state control for the United State’s first 150 years. Consequently, the degree to which federal law is understood to displace state law addressing the same subject is of vital importance to the breadth and significance of states’ residuary powers. As Justice Breyer recently noted:

> [I]n today’s world, filled with legal complexity, the true test of federalist principle may lie, not in the occasional constitutional effort to trim Congress’ commerce power at the edges, or to protect a State’s treasury from a private damages action, but rather in those many statutory cases where courts interpret the mass of technical detail that is the ordinary diet of the law.[64]

The more readily courts find conflict between federal and state law, the greater the power of the federal government to establish exclusive policy in a given field, and the smaller the domain in which states can exercise their own political judgment. A Supreme Court intent on protecting the states’ status as co-equal sovereigns—on reinvigorating the independent role of the states in light of the dramatic expansion of federal law since the New Deal—might therefore be expected to find such conflicts less frequently, hence narrowing preemption’s scope.

Yet the Rehnquist Court has done no such thing.[65] First, the Court has not altered the formal law of preemption in a manner that would enhance states’ political autonomy. Instead, it has left the doctrine that it inherited largely intact. This is perhaps most surprising with respect to implied “obstacle” preemption. Even where federal and state law could be construed as complementary, and where Congress has been silent with respect to its intent to displace state regulation, the doctrine of obstacle preemption empowers courts to infer from a federal statute’s implicit objectives or overall structure an unstated congressional intent to displace state law. This gives the judiciary broad discretion to nullify exercises of traditional state police powers, and therefore has far-reaching implications for federalism.[66] It has also been the subject of substantial scholarly criticism, both for its tenuous theoretical foundation[67] and for its failure to afford sufficient respect for state sovereignty interests.[68] Yet the Rehnquist Court has continued to invoke obstacle preemption to set aside state regulation.
Indeed, the Court has held in all six cases raising obstacle preemption questions during the past two terms that the state laws at issue frustrated the purposes of federal law and were therefore preempted. [69]

To the extent that the Rehnquist Court has altered preemption doctrine, those changes appear to have modestly undermined state sovereignty. Consider the Court’s holdings concerning the impact of a federal statute’s express preemption clause on implied preemption analysis. In the 1992 case of Cipollone v. Ligget Group, Inc. [70] which addressed whether the federal statutes governing cigarette labeling and advertising preempt state common-law tort claims, the Court indicated that the existence of an express preemption provision foreclosed implied preemption:

When Congress has considered the issue of pre-emption and has included in the enacted legislation a provision explicitly addressing that issue, and when that provision provides a “reliable indicium of congressional intent with respect to state authority,” “there is no need to infer congressional intent to pre-empt state laws from the substantive provisions” of the legislation. Such reasoning is a variant of the familiar principle of expressio unius est exclusio alterius: Congress’ enactment of a provision defining the pre-emptive reach of a statute implies that matters beyond that reach are not pre-empted. [71]

But only three years later, in Freightliner Corp. v. Myrick, [72] the Court backtracked, stating that Cipollone established no “categorical rule precluding the co-existence of express and implied pre-emption.” [73] Rather, Cipollone “at best . . . supports an inference that an express pre-emption clause forecloses implied preemption.” [74] In Geier v. American Honda Motor Corp., [75] the Court discarded this remaining “inference” left by Myrick, holding that the existence of an “express pre-emption provision imposes no unusual, ‘special burden’ against pre-emption,” [76] and that “ordinary pre-emption principles” apply. [77] As if to extinguish any doubt, the Court stated this past term, in Buckman Co. v. Plaintiffs’ Legal Committee, [78] that “[t]o the extent respondent posits that anything other than our ordinary pre-emption principles apply” because Congress included an express preemption provision, “that contention must fail.” [79]

In recent terms, the Court has also slightly narrowed its traditional presumption against preemption, or at least clarified the presumption’s contours in a way that makes preemption more likely. Since at least its 1947 decision in Rice v. Santa Fe Elevator Corp., [80] the Court has consistently stated that there is a “presumption against finding pre-emption of state law in areas traditionally regulated by the States,” such that the Court will assume “that the historic police powers of the States were not to be superceded by the Federal Act unless that was the clear and manifest purpose of Congress.” [81]

The Rehnquist Court has continued to endorse this starting point for preemption analysis, invoking it on several occasions. [82] But the Court has recently emphasized the presumption’s negative implication: where the subject is one that the states have not traditionally regulated, the presumption does not apply. For instance, United States v. Locke [83] involved regulations imposed by the State of Washington on oil tankers traveling in Puget Sound [84] Unanimously concluding that the state regulations were preempted by the Federal Ports and Waterways Safety Act, the Court underscored that “an assumption of nonpre-emption is not triggered when the State regulates in an area where there has been a history of significant federal presence.” [85] This past term, the Court held in Buckman that state tort actions based on the defendant’s fraudulent disclosures to the Food and Drug Administration were preempted by the Food Drug and Cosmetic Act. [86] Even though the Court in several previous preemption decisions had recognized that states have “great latitude” to “exercise[ ] their police powers to protect the health and safety of their citizens,” [87] the Court emphasized in Buckman that “[p]olicing fraud against federal agencies is hardly ‘a field which the States have traditionally occupied.’” [88] Consequently, “no presumption against pre-emption obtain[ed].” [89]

Perhaps more tellingly, the Court has not applied preemption doctrine in a manner particularly protective of state sovereignty. A rough statistical analysis illustrates the point. Since the October 1991 Term, when Justice Thomas was confirmed and the so-called “new federalism” majority was formed, the Court has decided twenty cases in which it purported to resolve a split of authority among lower courts as to whether federal law preempted the type of state law at issue. [90] (A split among lower courts is at least a decent indication that the case is a close one, with plausible arguments both for and against preemption.) In twelve of those twenty cases, the Court held that the relevant state laws were entirely preempted, [91] and in two others the Court found that state law was partly preempted. [92] Since 1998, the pattern has been starker. Even as the Court has rendered some of its most significant decisions concerning the federalism-based limits on Congress’ authority,
such as Board of Trustees v. Garrett, United States v. Morrison, and Alden v. Maine, it has found preemption in all six cases resolving lower-court disagreements.

The state policy choices displaced in these cases have not been trivial. Some have involved state laws that the Court itself has characterized as lying near the core of the states’ independent sovereignty. For instance, in Boggs v. Boggs, the Court addressed whether ERISA preempted an aspect of Louisiana’s community property law that allowed a spouse who is not a plan participant to transfer, by testamentary instrument, her interest in undistributed pension plan benefits. Writing for the Court, Justice Kennedy acknowledged the “central role community property laws play in the nine community property States,” and that “Louisiana’s community property laws, and the community property regimes enacted in other States, implement policies and values lying within the traditional domain of the States.” Nonetheless, the Court held that the Louisiana law was preempted because it undermined “ERISA’s solicitude for the economic security of surviving spouses.”

Other preempted laws have expressed the sort of moral judgment that is central to a polity’s independence. At issue in Crosby v. National Foreign Trade Council was a Massachusetts selective purchasing law that made it more difficult for firms doing business in Burma to be awarded state public contracts. The law required state agencies, in evaluating competing bids, to increase by ten percent the price of offers made by firms that did more than a threshold level of business in Burma. It was an attempt by the people of Massachusetts to avoid “collaborating with evil”—to prevent the use of their own tax dollars to support, even indirectly, a Burmese regime notorious for its human rights abuses. Yet the Supreme Court unanimously held that the separate sanctions against Burma enacted by Congress impliedly preempted the Massachusetts law. The Court could easily have seen the federal sanctions and the Massachusetts law as complements; there was no serious contention that the laws actually conflicted, and the Massachusetts law only governed the Commonwealth’s proprietary activity of purchasing goods and services. Nonetheless, the Court construed the purposes of the federal sanctions quite broadly, and it saw the Massachusetts law “as an obstacle to the accomplishment of Congress’ full objectives” of giving the President discretion to control sanctions against Burma, limiting the sanctions to American firms, and creating a multilateral strategy. The Court effectively inferred from Congress’ enactment of a particular set of sanctions an intent to preclude anything else. The implications of this logic for the residuary power of the states are rather extraordinary. Under Crosby’s reasoning, every state law that concerns a foreign nation—such as the South African divestiture laws of the 1980s, or even a state’s decision to invest its pension funds in a “socially responsible” mutual fund—is preempted once the federal government has taken action (or even expressly decided not to take action) addressing the same country.

None of this is to say that the Court reached the wrong result in these cases, or that its approach to preemption is incompatible with its decisions concerning the limits on congressional authority. Moreover, because each preemption case turns on the specific language and structure of the federal statute at issue, the result in any particular case may be unrelated to the Court’s vision of the proper federal-state balance. My point is only that, unlike the Rehnquist Court’s decisions enforcing the federalism-based limits on Congress, its approach to preemption clearly has not emphasized the importance of the states’ status as co-equal sovereigns. The Court has not altered preemption doctrine to provide greater protection to states’ interests, nor has it applied that doctrine in a manner tending to preserve state autonomy. If anything, its preemption jurisprudence seems to have placed greater priority on the vindication of federal policy objectives than on protecting the states’ capacity to exercise independent political judgment.

B. Dormant Commerce Clause

The other primary federalism-based limit on state authority is the “dormant” or “negative” Commerce Clause. On its face, the Commerce Clause is no more than an affirmative grant of power to Congress: “The Congress shall have Power . . . To regulate Commerce with foreign Nations, and among the several States, and with the Indian Tribes.” But since at least 1873, the Supreme Court has understood the Clause “of its own force” to impose substantive limitations on state laws affecting interstate commerce. Specifically, the Court has construed the Clause to forbid state regulation that: (1) discriminates against interstate commerce, either expressly or in practical effect, unless the state has no other means to accomplish its legitimate objectives; (2) places an undue burden on interstate commerce—that is, a burden that outweighs the putative benefits to the state; or (3) attempts to regulate conduct beyond the state’s borders. Unlike preemption, the
dormant Commerce Clause negates state laws absent any federal legislation. It empowers courts to strike down state laws based purely on the Clause’s negative implication.

The dormant Commerce Clause has long been the subject of controversy, and it has been recently the object of scathing attacks from Justices Scalia and Thomas, both of whom view the doctrine as illegitimate. To Justice Scalia, the negative Commerce Clause “is ‘negative’ not only because it negates state regulation of commerce, but also because it does not appear in the Constitution.”[113] He believes that there is no “clear theoretical underpinning for judicial ‘enforcement’ of the Commerce Clause,”[114] that “[t]he historical record provides no grounds for reading the Commerce Clause to be other than what it says—an authorization for Congress to regulate commerce,”[115] and that the Court’s “applications of the doctrine have, not to put too fine a point on the matter, made no sense.”[116] Similarly, Justice Thomas has stated that “[t]he negative Commerce Clause has no basis in the text of the Constitution, makes little sense, and has proved virtually unworkable in application.”[117] Not only are “the underlying justifications for [the Court’s] involvement in the negative aspects of the Commerce Clause . . . illusory,” but the Court’s jurisprudence in the area “undermines the delicate balance in what we have termed ‘Our Federalism.’”[118]

These missives have not appeared in opinions for the Court, however, but in separate concurrences or dissents. As with preemption, the Rehnquist Court has done nothing to alter dormant Commerce Clause doctrine in a manner that would provide greater protection for state sovereignty. Indeed, the Court has rejected several invitations from state litigants to revise the law in the area to afford states greater leeway to pursue their own policy choices. For instance, in Quill Corp. v. North Dakota,[119] North Dakota asked the Court to overturn its 1967 decision, National Bellas Hess, Inc. v. Department of Revenue,[120] which had held that states cannot require out-of-state sellers to collect use taxes on sales to the taxing state’s residents if the seller has no physical presence in the taxing state.[121] Changed circumstances arguably rendered the physical presence requirement obsolete. Advances in computer technology had made it much easier for sellers to collect use taxes on interstate sales, the Court had abandoned the physical presence requirement in its personal jurisdiction cases—instead requiring only that the defendant have “purposefully availed” itself of the jurisdiction, and the dramatic growth of the mail-order industry had increased the rule’s financial burden on states in terms of lost tax revenue.[122] Still, in an 8-1 decision, the Court sustained Bellas Hess.[123] Conceding that the physical presence requirement was “artificial at its edges,” the Court reasoned that this “artificiality” was outweighed by the benefits of reduced litigation, settled expectations—which would “foster[] investment by businesses and individuals”—and respect for the “substantial reliance” on the rule, which “has become part of the basic framework of a sizable industry.”[124] To the Court, these practical benefits were of greater constitutional weight than the states’ ability to close a large loophole in their sales tax structures—a loophole that now is of sizable significance given the growth of commerce over the Internet.[125]

In Allied-Signal, Inc. v. Director, Division of Taxation,[126] the State of New Jersey—supported by many states appearing as amici curiae—asked the Court to discard an aspect of its framework for analyzing state income taxes imposed on out-of-state businesses. Under established precedent, a state could tax an apportioned share of an out-of-state taxpayer’s income so long as that income was earned as part of the taxpayer’s “unitary business” operating in the taxing state.[127] Conversely, a state could not tax income derived from discrete business activities that were unrelated to the taxpayer’s activities in the state.[128] New Jersey argued in Allied-Signal that this “unitary business principle” was an unjustified restraint on states’ taxing power; it ignored economic reality because common ownership itself creates a flow of value between the different aspects of a business.[129] New Jersey therefore asked the Court to hold that all income earned by an out-of-state business could be taxed on an apportioned basis by a state in which the taxpayer did business.[130] But, as in Quill, the Court adhered to its dormant Commerce Clause precedent—in this case unanimously.[131] It reasoned that New Jersey had failed to demonstrate that the unitary business principle was either unsound in principle or unworkable in practice.[132]

Most recently, the State of Alabama, in defending its discriminatory capital stock tax, argued in South Central Bell Telephone Co. v. Alabama,[133] that the Court’s dormant Commerce Clause jurisprudence represented “an unconstitutional assumption of powers by the Courts of the United States . . .”[134] and “should be abandoned.”[135] With respect to the federal-state balance, Alabama contended that “the Court’s negative Commerce Clause jurisprudence simply does not comport with the central axiom underlying our federal system,”[136] that “the States possess sovereignty concurrent with that of the Federal Government, subject only to the limitations imposed by the Supremacy Clause.”[137] Because Alabama had not
raised this argument until it filed its brief on the merits, the Court effectively treated it as waived and did not address it.[138] But Justice O’Connor wrote a separate, two-sentence concurring opinion to note specifically that “the State does nothing that would persuade me to reconsider or abandon our well-established body of negative Commerce Clause jurisprudence.”[139]

If the Rehnquist Court has altered dormant Commerce Clause doctrine, it appears to have made federal encroachments on state sovereignty more likely. Consider the broad conception of “facial discrimination” embraced by the Court in C & A Carbone, Inc. v. Clarkstown,[140] which Justice Souter characterized in dissent as “greatly extending the Clause’s dormant reach.”[141] At issue was a “flow control” ordinance enacted by the Town of Clarkstown, New York, which required all solid wastes generated or brought into the municipality to be processed at a designated transfer station in the city.[142] The purpose was to guarantee the facility sufficient revenue to pay for its construction.[143] The ordinance did not favor local businesses as a class over out-of-state or nonlocal competitors but instead granted a monopoly in waste processing to a specific local transfer station.[144] The Court nevertheless held that the ordinance facially discriminated against interstate commerce because the favored facility was a local one.[145] “The only conceivable distinction” between this law and those drawing explicit lines between in-state and out-of-state interests, the Court reasoned, “is that the flow control ordinance favors a single local proprietor. But this difference just makes the protectionist effect of the ordinance more acute.”[146]

Several other Rehnquist Court decisions have also modified dormant Commerce Clause doctrine, albeit modestly, to make the displacement of state regulation more likely. In Camps Newfound/Owatonna, Inc. v. Town of Harrison,[147] the Court extended the scope of dormant Commerce Clause scrutiny to include the state regulation of nonprofit organizations, striking down a Maine property tax provision that disadvantaged charitable institutions predominantly serving out-of-state residents.[148] In Tyler Pipe Industries, Inc. v. Washington State Department of Revenue,[149] the Court extended its “internal consistency” test, which it had previously applied to determine whether a state tax was fairly apportioned, to its analysis of whether a state tax discriminated against interstate commerce.[150] It thus found that, although Washington’s Business and Occupations Tax was fairly apportioned, it was nonetheless unconstitutional because it was internally inconsistent.[151] In Oregon Waste Systems, Inc. v. Department of Environmental Quality,[152] the Court articulated an extremely stringent test that has made it virtually impossible, except in the rare case, for states to justify taxes that discriminate against out-of-state residents on the ground that they complement taxes imposed exclusively on state residents.[153] Applying this test, the Court held that Oregon’s higher surcharge on the disposal of out-of-state waste could not be sustained as a complement to the burden of general taxation imposed on in-state waste producers.[154] In West Lynn Creamery, Inc. v. Healy,[155] the Court held that a Massachusetts combined tax and subsidy program designed to aid the state’s dairy industry was impermissible, even though both the tax and the subsidy, had they been enacted separately, would likely have been constitutional.[156] And in American Trucking Associations, Inc. v. Scheiner,[157] the Court overruled a long line of precedent to hold that a flat axle tax imposed on truckers for the privilege of using the state’s highways was unconstitutional.[158]

This is not an exhaustive catalogue of the Rehnquist Court’s dormant Commerce Clause decisions, and certainly there are several cases in which this Court has rejected such challenges.[159] Moreover, to the extent these decisions have changed the relevant legal framework, they have only done so at the margins. Still, it is clear that the Rehnquist Court has not been particularly protective of state sovereignty interests. It has rejected invitations to rework its dormant Commerce Clause jurisprudence so as to afford states greater autonomy to pursue their own policy choices, and it has modestly altered the doctrine in the direction of diminishing state sovereignty. As with preemption, the Court has tended to be more interested in protecting the national economy from parochial interference than in preserving states’ political independence.

Thus, the notion that the Rehnquist Court’s federalism decisions have uniformly—or even predominantly—protected state sovereignty at the expense of competing national interests is a misconception. The so-called “federalism revolution” has generally been confined to cases addressing the limits on Congress’ legislative powers, such as the breadth of the commerce power or the restrictions imposed by the Tenth and Eleventh Amendments. In the more frequent disputes over the structural limits on state power, the Rehnquist Court has regularly protected the national interests at stake, even when it has meant displacing important expressions of states’ political autonomy.

In this sense, Bush v. Gore is largely typical of how the Rehnquist Court has balanced the imperative of protecting state sovereignty with the need to vindicate the interests of the nation as a whole. The election dispute concerned the consistency of a state judicial decision with the Equal Protection Clause and the “Manner directed” Clause of Article II—not the limits of Congress’ legislative authority. It therefore should not be especially surprising that this Court found the national interests at
stake—what it perceived as the fairness and reliability of the presidential election result—more compelling than Florida’s sovereignty interest in resolving its own election controversy. Of course, this is not to say that the Court’s intervention was somehow predictable. But it is to say that Bush v. Gore fits the Rehnquist Court’s pattern of taking a slightly nationalistic approach to federalism disputes that have not concerned the breadth of congressional power.

III. CONSTITUTIONAL FEDERALISM AND THE POWER OF THE COURT

Again, the essence of the Rehnquist Court’s so-called “new federalism” has been a series of decisions reinvigorating the federalism-based limits on Congress’ enumerated powers. In the past ten years, the Court has imposed new constraints on Congress’ legislative authority both as to the subjects that it can regulate and the means at its disposal. Keeping all else constant, these decisions have at least modestly enhanced states’ political independence. By limiting Congress’ authority to regulate interstate commerce and to enforce the Fourteenth Amendment, the Court has preserved a broader range of private conduct that is the exclusive domain of the states’ police power. By forbidding Congress from “commandeering” state legislatures or executive officials, the Court has protected states from having to enact or implement federal regulatory programs against their will. And by largely immunizing states from unconsented private suits for money damages in both federal and state court, the Court has removed from Congress a principal means for enforcing federal law against state governments.

But these decisions have not merely altered the relationship between the federal government and the states. Less explicitly, they have also revised the horizontal distribution of power among the branches of the federal government, creating a larger role for the Court in our constitutional scheme.[160] Only ten years ago, the boundaries of Congress’ authority under the Commerce Clause, section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment, the Tenth Amendment, and the Eleventh Amendment were left largely, if not entirely, to the political process. To the extent the Court addressed such questions, its review was quite deferential, asking generally whether Congress had a rational basis for concluding that the legislation fell within its enumerated powers. The Rehnquist Court has replaced this deference with independent and relatively aggressive scrutiny, asserting the judiciary’s supremacy in delineating the Constitution’s boundaries between federal and state power. In doing so, the Court has effectively removed several constitutional judgments from the political process and made them matters for judicial resolution.

Seen in this light, Bush v. Gore fits well with a central feature of the Rehnquist Court’s federalism jurisprudence. Had the Court not intervened in the election dispute, it appeared likely that Florida would have forwarded to Congress competing slates of Bush and Gore electors. In deciding which electoral votes to recognize, Congress then would have been forced to render its own judgment as to whether the Florida Supreme Court’s order to count the undervoted ballots manually was consistent with the Equal Protection Clause and Article II. Bush v. Gore effectively foreclosed any such political resolution.[161] As in many of its recent federalism decisions, the Court saw itself as the appropriate institution to provide the definitive constitutional answers, to the exclusion of democratic politics.

A. State Autonomy or Judicial Supremacy?

1. Commerce Clause

Consider, first, the Rehnquist Court’s Commerce Clause decisions. From 1937 to 1995, the Supreme Court’s review of claims that federal legislation exceeded the commerce power was extremely deferential to Congress—if the Court exercised such review at all. Following the New Deal crisis, in the watershed cases of NLRB v. Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp.,[162] United States v. Darby,[163] and Wickard v. Filburn,[164] the Court embraced a broad understanding of the commerce power (augmented by the Necessary and Proper Clause). The relevant legal question was whether the regulated activity, when aggregated across the national economy, had a substantial effect on interstate commerce.[165] Thus, even activities that were local and noncommercial in nature (such as growing wheat for personal consumption) fell within the commerce power if, in aggregate, they substantially affected the national economy.[166]

More important for present purposes, the Court did not assess the regulated activity’s effect on interstate commerce independently of Congress’ judgment. Rather, the Court only asked whether Congress had a rational basis for concluding that the activity had the requisite impact.[167] For instance, in Heart of Atlanta Motel v. United States,[168] where the Court upheld the application of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to motels, the Court framed the case as presenting only two questions: “(1) whether Congress had a rational basis for finding that racial discrimination by motels affected commerce, and (2) if it had such a basis, whether the means it selected to eliminate that evil are reasonable and appropriate.”[169] Additionally, in Perez v.
United States, the Court held that Congress could regulate purely local loan-sharking activity because “[e]xternal violence, though purely intrastate, may in the judgment of Congress affect interstate commerce.” Thus, the Court’s role was decidedly modest. What mattered was not the Court’s independent view of the regulated activity’s effects on interstate commerce, but the reasonableness of Congress’ judgment. As the Court stated in Katzenbach v. McClung, “where we find that the legislators, in light of the facts and testimony before them, have a rational basis for finding a chosen regulatory scheme necessary to the protection of commerce, our investigation is at an end.”

In fact, in the 1985 decision of Garcia v. Metropolitan Transportation Authority, the Court essentially held that the federalism-based limits on Congress’ legislative authority are not subject to judicial review at all. Garcia was not itself a traditional Commerce Clause case, instead addressing the related issue of states’ immunity from federal regulation (in that case, the Fair Labor Standards Act’s minimum-wage and maximum-hour requirements). But the Court spoke in broad terms about the respective roles of the Court and the political process in policing the constitutional boundaries of federalism. It reasoned that the “principal means chosen by the Framers to ensure the role of the States in the federal system lies in the structure of the Federal Government itself.” Consequently, “the principal and basic limit on the federal commerce power is that inherent in all congressional action—the built-in restraints that our system provides through state participation in federal governmental action.” Whether federal legislation violated the Commerce Clause was therefore a political question. Congress and the political process, not the Court, were to resolve the constitutional issues.

The Rehnquist Court’s decisions in United States v. Lopez and United States v. Morrison have overruled the rationale of Garcia, repudiating its reliance on the “political safeguards” of federalism. In Lopez, the Court struck down a federal statute as exceeding Congress’ commerce power for the first time since 1936, declaring the Gun-Free School Zones Act unconstitutional. Morrison held that the civil remedy provision of the Violence Against Women Act, which permitted the victims of gender-motivated violence to sue their attackers for damages, also went beyond the authority conferred by the Commerce Clause. In reaching these results, the Court stated, in no uncertain terms, that it is the judiciary’s responsibility to police the federalism-based limits on congressional authority. While “the political branches have a role in interpreting and applying the Constitution,” since Marbury v. Madison, the Supreme Court “has remained the ultimate expositor of the constitutional text.” Indeed, it is “a permanent and indispensable feature of our constitutional system that the federal judiciary is supreme in the exposition of the law of the Constitution.” The breadth of Congress’ commerce power is therefore “ultimately a judicial rather than a legislative question, and can be settled finally only by this Court.”

Not only did Lopez and Morrison emphasize the centrality of the Court’s role in determining the breadth of the commerce power, but they declined to defer to Congress’ own judgment as to the regulated activity’s effect on interstate commerce. At no point in either opinion did the Court ask whether Congress had a rational basis for determining that the relevant activities substantially affected interstate commerce. Rather, the analysis in both cases proceeded from the assumption that this was a decision for the Court de novo. More pointedly, the Court in Morrison rejected Congress’ extensive findings concerning the effects of gender-motivated violence on interstate commerce. Based on four years of hearings, eight committee reports, twenty-one state task force reports, and thousands of pages of data, Congress concluded that:

[C]rimes of violence motivated by gender have a substantial adverse effect on interstate commerce, by deterring potential victims from traveling interstate, from engaging in employment in interstate business, and from transacting with business, and in places involved, in interstate commerce . . . , by diminishing national productivity, increasing medical and other costs, and decreasing the supply of and the demand for interstate products.

But the Court found that these findings were “substantially weakened by the fact that they rely so heavily on a method of reasoning that we have already rejected as unworkable if we are to maintain the Constitution’s enumeration of powers.” It therefore dismissed the findings as irrelevant.

In addition, the malleability of the doctrine created by the Rehnquist Court for evaluating Commerce Clause questions has given the Court fairly broad discretion in passing on the validity of federal legislation. Specifically, the Court’s application of the “substantial effects” test in Lopez and Morrison did not actually address whether the regulated activities, as an empirical matter, substantially affected interstate commerce. (In truth, every activity that Congress would bother to regulate—including
gun possession near schools and gender-motivated violence—has a substantial effect on interstate commerce as that phrase is commonly understood.[192] Instead, the Court has used the “substantial effects” heading to take up two other inquiries: (1) whether the regulated activity is “commercial” or “economic in nature;”[193] and (2) whether the regulation of that activity has historically “been the province of the States.”[194] Measured by these standards, the Court found the legislation in Lopez and Morrison invalid because neither gun possession near schools nor gender-motivated violence is, “in any sense of the phrase, economic activity;”[195] and the suppression of violent crime “is an essential aspect of the police power.”[196] These standards, however, are rather vague and capacious. Consider the Court’s recent decision in Solid Waste Agency v. United States Army Corps of Engineers.[197] There, the Court invoked the canon of constitutional avoidance to construe the Clean Water Act as not reaching isolated, non-navigable ponds, and thus invalidated the Army Corps of Engineers’ so-called “migratory bird rule.”[198] Chief Justice Rehnquist reasoned that if the Act were construed to reach such waters, it would raise a serious question as to whether Congress had exceeded its commerce power, as it “would result in a significant impingement of the States’ traditional and primary power over land and water use.”[199] It is unclear, however, why the Court saw the province of the migratory bird rule as “land and water use” rather than “environmental protection,” an area that historically has been as much the responsibility of Congress as of the states. By the same token, it is unclear why the civil remedy provision of the Violence Against Women Act fell within the province of “the suppression of violent crime” rather than the “protection of civil rights,” a domain in which the federal government (dating to the Civil War) has historically taken the lead.

Further, it is uncertain what makes an activity “commercial” or “economic in nature.”[200] Common definitions of “economic” include: (1) “[o]f or relating to the production, development, and management of material wealth;” (2) “[o]f or relating to the practical necessities of life;” and (3) “[f]inancially rewarding.”[201] Almost any activity that Congress might regulate could fit one of these descriptions. Certainly, possessing a firearm near a school or filling in wetlands might plausibly be characterized as “relating to the practical necessities of life” or “financially rewarding.” Indeed, the plaintiff in Solid Waste Agency intended to fill the isolated ponds on its property to develop a commercial waste disposal site.[202]

To be sure, the narrowing of Congress’ commerce power effected by Lopez and Morrison should not be overstated: Congress retains broad authority to regulate most realms of private conduct in the United States.[203] Still, the Court’s decisions represent an important shift in the respective roles played by the Court and Congress in defining this constitutional boundary. The Rehnquist Court has determined that the judiciary alone is entitled to determine the breadth of Congress’ commerce power; it has refused to defer to Congress’ judgment concerning the regulated activity’s effect on interstate commerce; and it has created a doctrinal framework that gives the Court broad discretion to determine the validity of federal legislation. In each respect, the Court has replaced a regime that relied largely on the political process to resolve the relevant constitutional questions with one in which the Court plays the principal role.

2. Tenth Amendment

The Rehnquist Court’s decisions addressing the Tenth Amendment follow a similar pattern. After the 1930s, the Supreme Court for many years understood the Tenth Amendment to “state[ ] but a truism that all is retained which has not been surrendered.”[204] In other words, the amendment generally imposed no independent constraints on Congress’ legislative authority beyond those inherent in the limited scope of Congress’ enumerated powers. As the Court stated in United States v. Darby:

There is nothing in the history of its adoption to suggest that it was more than declaratory of the relationship between the national and state governments as it had been established by the Constitution before the amendment or that its purpose was other than to allay fears that the new national government might seek to exercise powers not granted, and that the states might not be able to exercise fully their reserved powers.[205]

In 1976, the Court briefly revived the Tenth Amendment as an independent constraint on congressional authority in National League of Cities v. Usery,[206] holding that states enjoy an immunity from federal regulation “in areas of traditional governmental functions.”[207] But Garcia overruled National League of Cities only nine years later, ruling that Congress could enforce the NLRA’s minimum-wage and maximum-hour requirements against the states.[208] More broadly, Garcia held that the judiciary had no role in enforcing the limits imposed on Congress by the Tenth Amendment. The independent sovereignty of the states is “more properly protected by procedural safeguards inherent in the structure of the federal system
than by judicially created limitations on federal power.”[209]

Again, the Rehnquist Court has rejected Garcia’s basic premise—that the Constitution leaves enforcement of the boundaries of constitutional federalism to the political process.[210] What Lopez and Morrison have done in establishing the Court’s central role in determining the breadth of the commerce power, New York v. United States[211] and Printz v. United States[212] have done in establishing the same role for the Court in enforcing the Tenth Amendment. In New York, the Court held that the “take title” provision of the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments of 1985, which directed states either to regulate low-level radioactive waste according to specific federal directives or take title to the waste generated within their borders, exceeded Congress’ powers.[213] Although Congress could regulate the disposal of radioactive waste itself, it could not “commandeer[ ] the legislative processes of the States by directly compelling them to enact and enforce a federal regulatory program.”[214] In Printz, the Court likewise struck down an aspect of the Brady Handgun Violence Prevention Act of 1995 that required local law enforcement officers to perform background checks on all handgun purchasers.[215] Just as Congress cannot compel state legislatures to enact federal programs, it “cannot circumvent that prohibition by conscripting the States’ officers directly.”[216] New York and Printz have thus established, contra Garcia, that the Tenth Amendment imposes independent limits on Congress’ legislative authority that, like the limits of the commerce power, must be enforced by the Court.

Whatever one thinks of this anti-commandeering principle,[217] these decisions have plainly given the Court an authority that previously rested with Congress. Much like Lopez and Morrison, New York and Printz have replaced deference to the political process with independent judicial review. In fact, the Court’s opinions in both cases expressly questioned the capacity of elected officials to abide by the Constitution’s structural boundaries. The Court in New York reasoned that:

> Powerful incentives might lead both federal and state officials to view departures from the federal structure to be in their personal interests. Most citizens recognize the need for radioactive waste disposal sites, but few want sites near their homes. As a result, while it would be well within the authority of either federal or state officials to choose where the disposal sites will be, it is likely to be in the political interest of each individual official to avoid being held accountable to the voters for the choice of location. If a federal official is faced with the alternatives of choosing a location or directing the States to do it, the official may well prefer the latter, as a means of shifting responsibility for the eventual decision. If a state official is faced with the same set of alternatives—choosing a location or having Congress direct the choice of a location—the state official may also prefer the latter, as it may permit the avoidance of personal responsibility. The interests of public officials thus may not coincide with the Constitution’s intergovernmental allocation of authority.[218]

The Court’s analysis in Printz was similar. Revealing a deep skepticism about the ability of the political process to adhere to constitutional norms, the Court stated that any leeway afforded Congress might well be used cynically to accomplish unpopular policy objectives while eluding political responsibility:

> By forcing state governments to absorb the financial burden of implementing a federal regulatory program, Members of Congress can take credit for “solving” problems without having to ask their constituents to pay for the solutions with higher federal taxes. And even when the States are not forced to absorb the costs of implementing a federal program, they are still put in the position of taking the blame for its burdensomeness and for its defects. . . . Under the present law, for example, it will be the CLEO and not some federal official who stands between the gun purchaser and immediate possession of his gun. And it will likely be the CLEO, not some federal official, who will be blamed for any error (even one in the designated federal database) that causes a purchaser to be mistakenly rejected.[219]

These passages seem to epitomize the Rehnquist Court’s view of Congress and the political process as arbiters of the constitutional balance between federal and state power.[220] Rather than seeing Congress as a co-equal branch that is equally charged with the obligation to interpret the Constitution,[221] the Rehnquist Court has evinced a fair measure of distrust.[222] In the eyes of the Court, Congress’ political accountability, instead of being an asset, undermines its institutional capacity to resolve these questions of constitutional federalism in a principled fashion. By holding that the judiciary is the ultimate expositor of the meaning of the Tenth Amendment, the Rehnquist Court has again enhanced its own role in resolving disputes over constitutional meaning.

### 3. Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment

Probably the most prominent example of the Rehnquist Court’s assertion of the judiciary’s primacy in determining the
boundaries of Congress’ power has been its decisions construing section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment. Section 5 grants Congress the authority “to enforce, by appropriate legislation, the provisions of the Fourteenth Amendment” the most significant of these provisions being the Due Process and Equal Protection Clauses. Before 1997, the precise contours of Congress’ section 5 power were unsettled. Yet it was evident that, under existing precedent, the Court would afford Congress broad deference in the use of its section 5 authority.

First, as to the permissible ends of section 5, the Court’s precedent before 1997 established that Congress was not limited to prohibiting only that conduct which the judicial branch was prepared to declare unconstitutional. As the Court stated in _Katzenbach v. Morgan_, a “construction of § 5 that would require a judicial determination that the enforcement of the state law precluded by Congress violated the Amendment, as a condition of sustaining the congressional enactment, would depreciate both congressional resourcefulness and congressional responsibility for implementing the Amendment.” Moreover, the Court’s prior decisions suggested that, in using its section 5 power, Congress might have the authority to interpret the substantive prohibitions of the Fourteenth Amendment independently of the judiciary. That is, Congress potentially could enact legislation enforcing its understanding of the Fourteenth Amendment, regardless of the Court’s interpretations in case law. The idea was not that Congress could change the meaning of the Fourteenth Amendment by ordinary legislation. But, as a branch of the national government coequal with the Court, Congress could reach an independent interpretive conclusion and ascribe a different meaning to the text in enacting enforcement legislation pursuant to section 5.

Second, with respect to the permissible means and justifications for section 5 legislation, the law as of 1997 was quite clear, and the Court’s approach was likewise decidedly deferential. Dating to the 1879 decision of _Ex parte Virginia_, the standard for assessing whether section 5 legislation was “appropriate” had been the same as that governing whether legislation enacted pursuant to any of Congress’ Article I powers was “Necessary and Proper.” This is the standard famously articulated by Chief Justice Marshall in _McCulloch v. Maryland_: “Let the end be legitimate, let it be within the scope of the constitution, [sic] and all means which are appropriate, which are plainly adapted to that end, which are not prohibited, but consist with the letter and spirit of the constitution, [sic] are constitutional.” As has long been recognized, this is a quite relaxed standard of means-ends scrutiny; Congress need not be precise in tailoring its legislation to its legitimate objectives. Thus, in applying this standard, the Court has never inquired into whether Congress had less restrictive means available to accomplish its putative ends, nor has it asked whether the problem that Congress sought to address was sufficiently serious to warrant federal legislation. Under _Ex parte Virginia_ and _Morgan_, then, Congress’ discretion in determining the appropriateness of legislation to enforce the Fourteenth Amendment was equally broad. Any law “adapted to carry out the objects the [Reconstruction] amendments have in view,” or that “tends to enforce submission to the prohibitions they contain,” was “within the domain of congressional power.”

In a series of decisions beginning in 1997 with _City of Boerne v. Flores_, the Rehnquist Court has rejected this deferential approach and adopted a more restrictive view of Congress’ authority under section 5. First, the Court has emphatically held that only the judiciary can decree the meaning of the Fourteenth Amendment’s substantive prohibitions. As the Court succinctly stated in _Board of Trustees v. Garrett_ (in words reminiscent of _Lopez_ and _Morrison_), “it is the responsibility of this Court, not Congress, to define the substance of constitutional guarantees.” Because “[t]he ultimate interpretation and determination of the Fourteenth Amendment’s substantive meaning remains the province of the Judicial Branch,” Congress has no authority to read the text of the Fourteenth Amendment differently than the Court.

This interpretive supremacy extends to determinations of the appropriate legal framework for evaluating Fourteenth Amendment questions (e.g., the proper standard of scrutiny for assessing particular types of state action), as well as the application of that framework to the specific problem that Congress has sought to remedy. Consider the Court’s decisions in _Garrett_ and _Kimel v. Florida Board of Regents_, which involved the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and the Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA), respectively. According to the Court’s prior decisions, neither disability nor age is a suspect or quasi-suspect classification under the Equal Protection Clause. The Court has therefore refused to strike down state discrimination on the basis of age or disability so long as the state had a rational basis for its classification. One might have seen the ADA and the ADEA as accepting this legal framework but nonetheless
expressing Congress’ independent view that most instances of disability and age discrimination are, in fact, irrational. But the Rehnquist Court conceded no such authority to Congress in Garrett or Kimel. The relevant question was whether these forms of discrimination were irrational under the Court’s precedent. Because the Court itself had previously held that disability and age discrimination were “entirely rational (and therefore constitutional)” in most circumstances, Congress could not take a contrary view.

Second, the Rehnquist Court’s decisions have clearly broken with precedent by demanding a relatively tight means-ends fit in section 5 legislation, overruling the more relaxed standard of Ex parte Virginia and Katzenbach v. Morgan. Specifically, the Court has held “[t]here must be a congruence and proportionality between the injury to be prevented or remedied and the means adopted to that end.” In applying this “congruence and proportionality” test, the Court has imposed two distinct requirements. First, a substantial percentage of the conduct regulated or prohibited by section 5 legislation must be unconstitutional (again, according to the Court’s reading of the Constitution). Although “Congress’ § 5 power is not confined to the enactment of legislation that merely parrots the precise wording of the Fourteenth Amendment,” it does not extend too far beyond “the metes and bounds of the constitutional right in question.” The smaller the proportion of regulated activity that is unconstitutional, the less likely the Court will find the legislation “congruent and proportional.” Thus, the Religious Freedom Restoration Act (RFRA), struck down by the Court in City of Boerne, was problematic because “[i]n most cases, the state laws to which RFRA applies are not ones which will have been motivated by religious bigotry” and thus unconstitutional. Similarly, the ADEA failed the “congruence and proportionality” test in Kimel because it “prohibits substantially more state employment decisions and practices than would likely be held unconstitutional under the applicable equal protection, rational basis standard.” And the civil remedy provision of the Violence Against Women Act at issue in Morrison was beyond Congress’ section 5 power because it was directed exclusively at private individuals who had committed acts of gender-motivated violence and thus did not regulate any conduct that the Fourteenth Amendment itself proscribes.

By demanding that Congress not regulate or prohibit too much conduct that the judiciary would find constitutional, the Rehnquist Court has imposed on section 5 legislation something akin to a “narrow tailoring” requirement characteristic of intermediate or strict scrutiny. In effect, the Court has asked whether Congress could have employed means that would impinge less on constitutional conduct. Prior to 1997, such judgments about the overinclusiveness of section 5 legislation were committed to Congress’ discretion. For instance, in upholding Congress’ prohibition on literacy tests for voters completing the sixth grade in a Puerto Rican school, the Court reasoned in Morgan that:

It was for Congress, as the branch that made this judgment, to assess and weigh the various conflicting considerations—the risk or pervasiveness of the discrimination in governmental services, the effectiveness of eliminating the state restriction on the right to vote as a means of dealing with the evil, the adequacy or availability of alternative remedies, and the nature and significance of the state interests that would be affected by the nullification of the English literacy requirement as applied to residents who have successfully completed the sixth grade in a Puerto Rican school. It is not for us to review the congressional resolution of these factors. It is enough that we be able to perceive a basis upon which the Congress might resolve the conflict as it did.

In replacing this deference with a more rigorous, less-restrictive-means scrutiny, the Rehnquist Court has removed these judgments from the realm of democratic politics and made them matters for the judiciary.

Finally, the Rehnquist Court’s application of the “congruence and proportionality” test has also required Congress to justify its invocation of the section 5 power by demonstrating that it had identified a sufficient number of constitutional violations. In other words, for legislation enforcing the Fourteenth Amendment to be “appropriate,” Congress must have documented “a history of widespread and persisting deprivation of constitutional rights.” Thus, the Court found the Patent Remedy Act wanting in Florida Prepaid Postsecondary Education Expense Board v. College Savings Bank because “the record at best offers scant support for Congress’ conclusion that States were depriving patent owners of property without due process of law.” The Court held in Kimel that the ADEA could not be justified as an exercise of the section 5 power because “Congress never identified any pattern of age discrimination by the States, much less any discrimination whatsoever that rose to the level of constitutional violation.” And the Court concluded in Garrett that the ADA was not appropriate section 5 legislation because “[t]he legislative record of the ADA . . . simply fails to show that Congress did in fact identify a pattern of irrational state discrimination in employment against the disabled.”

By requiring Congress to demonstrate that the targeted “constitutional problem” is genuine—that it rises to some level of
sufficient magnitude—the Rehnquist Court has made the need for particular statutory remedies a matter for judicial judgment. If Congress has failed to document a pattern of widespread constitutional violations, then section 5 legislation cannot be considered “appropriate.” Prior to City of Boerne, this was precisely the type of determination that the Court left entirely to Congress. Under the Necessary and Proper Clause (and thus Ex parte Virginia and Morgan), where “the means adopted are really calculated to attain the end, the degree of their necessity, [and] the extent to which they conduce to the end . . . are matters for congressional determination alone.” As Chief Justice Marshall stated in McCulloch, “to inquire into the degree of [the law’s] necessity, would be to pass the line which circumscribes the judicial department, and to tread on legislative ground.”

Thus, as in its cases addressing the commerce power and the Tenth Amendment, the Rehnquist Court’s section 5 decisions—particularly in their application of the “congruence and proportionality” test—have substantially augmented the role of the judiciary in policing the boundaries of federalism. The Court has replaced deference to Congress’ judgment as to the propriety of section 5 legislation with rigorous judicial review. In fact, in all six cases since 1997 where a federal law was challenged as being beyond Congress’ section 5 power, the Court has held that the statute was not appropriate enforcement legislation under the Fourteenth Amendment. Hence, in addition to readjusting the balance of power between the federal government and the states, the Rehnquist Court’s “new federalism” decisions have had a significant impact on the distribution of authority between the judicial and legislative branches of the national government. They have made the judiciary the final arbiter of several constitutional questions that were previously settled in the realm of democratic politics.

B. Bush v. Gore Revisited

If the Rehnquist Court’s “federalism revolution” has been as much about the Court’s supremacy in determining the meaning of the Constitution as about the proper federal-state balance, then Bush v. Gore becomes the seminal case. For when the political stakes were highest, and the risks to the Court’s institutional legitimacy the gravest, the Rehnquist Court decided that it was the Court’s responsibility to provide the definitive constitutional answers. As with the breadth of Congress’ enumerated powers, the constitutionality of Florida’s election was to be decided by the Court, not the political process.

A brief review of the events surrounding the election contest may be helpful. At approximately 7:30 p.m. on November 26, 2000, Florida Secretary of State Katherine Harris declared George W. Bush the certified winner of Florida’s presidential election by the slim margin of 537 votes. The next day, Vice President Gore filed suit in Leon County Circuit Court contesting the certified totals, alleging (as is relevant here) that they excluded legal votes. Specifically, Gore challenged Miami-Dade County’s refusal to count its ballots manually; Palm Beach County’s failure to complete a manual count and its use of a more stringent “intent” standard for evaluating uncounted ballots; and the exclusion of legal votes identified by the partially completed manual counts in Miami-Dade and Palm Beach Counties. Following a brief trial, Circuit Judge N. Sanders Sauls rejected each of Gore’s claims on December 4. Judge Sauls concluded that Gore had failed to establish any illegality in the ballotting or counting processes, or that the alleged irregularities created a reasonable probability that the election result would have been different. (Incidentally, also on December 4, the United States Supreme Court issued its unanimous decision in Bush v. Palm Beach County Canvassing Board, which vacated and remanded the Florida Supreme Court’s decision concerning Gore’s pre-certification protest action. It was unclear how this first United States Supreme Court decision affected Gore’s now-initiated election contest, if at all.)

Gore immediately appealed Judge Sauls’ ruling to the Florida Supreme Court, which set the case for argument on December 7. On Friday, December 8, a divided Florida Supreme Court reversed the circuit court, ordering an immediate manual count of all undervoted ballots in the state. The Florida Supreme Court concluded that, under Florida election law, “a legal vote is one in which there is a ‘clear indication of the intent of the voter.’” Because Gore had identified over 9000 ballots in Miami-Dade County that had not registered a vote for president, he had established that “legal votes sufficient to place in doubt the election results ha[d] been rejected.” Florida law therefore required a manual count of the undervoted ballots, but it was “absolutely essential” that the count be conducted in all counties in which there had been undervoted ballots, not just those that Gore had contested. The court thus remanded the case to Leon County Circuit Court to tabulate the legal votes contained in the Miami-Dade undervotes (which were now in the circuit court’s custody) and to issue such orders as were necessary to carry out the statewide tabulation, with the governing standard being a “clear indication of the intent of the voter.” It also ordered that the legal votes identified by the partially completed manual
counts in Miami-Dade and Palm Beach counties be included in the certified totals. The inclusion of these votes reduced Bush’s margin over Gore to somewhere between 150 and 200 votes.

Later that night, Bush filed an emergency application with the United States Supreme Court to stay the Florida Supreme Court’s judgment. He argued that the “selective, ever-shifting, and standardless hand-counting” of ballots “would seriously erode fundamental federal policies, including the right to vote” and the “fairness and finality of elections for federal office.” As Bush’s application was pending, hand counting of the roughly 45,000 undervoted ballots commenced throughout Florida on Saturday morning. According to orders from Circuit Judge Terry Lewis, eight county judges were evaluating the Miami-Dade ballots, and other county canvassing boards were proceeding under individual plans submitted to Judge Lewis. By mid-afternoon, roughly thirteen of Florida’s sixty-seven counties had started or completed the manual counting of their undervoted ballots. Election officials were under court order not to reveal the results of these tabulations, but some observers were reporting that Gore was making up significant ground, possibly reducing the overall margin to fewer than 100 votes. Then, at 2:45 p.m., the United States Supreme Court issued its order halting the manual count and granting certiorari, scheduling the case for argument at 11:00 a.m. Monday, December 11.

As these judicial proceedings were unfolding, the Florida legislature was taking steps to appoint a separate slate of electors in the event Vice President Gore ultimately prevailed in his election contest. As early as November 22, Republican legislators began discussing the possibility of convening a special session to name electors who would support Bush in the Electoral College, superseding the results of the popular vote. That week, Florida House Speaker Tom Feeney and Florida Senate President John McKay created a “Select Joint Committee on the Manner of the Appointment of Presidential Electors,” which heard two days of testimony concerning the legislature’s obligation to appoint its own slate of electors. On November 30, the select committee recommended that the legislature convene for this purpose “as soon as practicable.” A week later, Feeney and McKay signed a joint proclamation calling for a special session, which convened December 8. And on December 12, just hours before the United States Supreme Court issued its ruling in Bush v. Gore, the Florida House adopted a resolution appointing twenty-five Bush electors. The Florida Senate was scheduled to vote on the resolution the next day, but McKay delayed any action pending Gore’s remarks that evening. The Vice President’s concession made the whole endeavor moot.

Thus, as the Justices deliberated over whether to intervene in the contest proceeding—and, once they did, how to decide the case—the following scenario lay before them: If the Court allowed the manual count to go forward, it appeared likely that Gore would overtake Bush and be declared the winner of Florida’s popular vote. Indeed, this was precisely the irreparable harm that Justice Scalia believed justified the Court’s halting the manual count, as Gore’s taking the lead would have “cast[ ] a cloud upon what [Bush] claims to be the legitimacy of his election.” Assuming Secretary Harris and Governor Jeb Bush abided by the Florida Supreme Court’s orders, Gore then would have been certified as the winner of the state’s twenty-five electoral votes. In response, or even if the popular vote had not been settled by December 12, both houses of the Florida legislature would have passed a resolution appointing twenty-five electors pledged to support George W. Bush, and these electors too would have been certified by the Secretary of State and the Governor. Article II and the Twelfth Amendment dictate that, after the states’ electoral votes have been certified and sent to Washington, “[t]he President of the Senate shall, in the presence of the Senate and House of Representatives, open all the certificates and the votes shall then be counted.”

Congress, then, would have convened on January 6, 2001, to decide which set of electoral votes to recognize. The Electoral Count Act, enacted in 1887 in the wake of the disputed 1876 presidential election, sets down a procedure for Congress to resolve precisely such a dispute. Section 15 of the Act provides that where a state submits multiple sets of electoral votes, “those votes, and those only, shall be counted which shall have been regularly given by the electors who are shown by the determination mentioned in [3 U.S.C. § 5] to have been appointed.” Section 5 is the now-famous “safe harbor” provision. It provides that if a state has determined “any controversy or contest concerning the appointment” of its electors “at least six days before the time fixed for the meeting of the electors,” and that determination was “made pursuant to” state “laws enacted prior to the day fixed for the appointment of the electors,” then the determination “shall be conclusive, and shall govern in the counting of the electoral votes as provided in the Constitution, and as hereinafter regulated.” But even if one (or both) of the slates had been appointed by the safe-harbor deadline, 3 U.S.C. § 15 still dictates that Congress only recognize those electoral votes that “have been regularly given by electors whose appointment has been lawfully
And whether the competing slates had been “regularly given” and “lawfully certified” would have turned on the constitutionality of the hand count ordered by the Florida Supreme Court and the appointment of Bush electors by the Florida legislature. When a dispute arises as to whether competing slates of electors meet these criteria, 3 U.S.C. § 15 states that Congress shall count those electors “whose title as electors the two Houses, acting separately, shall concurrently decide is supported by the decision of such State so authorized by its law.” If the House and Senate disagree as to which slate to recognize, “the votes of the electors whose appointment shall have been certified by the executive of the State, under the seal thereof, shall be counted.”

The Act obviously leaves important gaps. For instance, it is unclear how Congress should determine which slate of electors was “certified by the executive of the State.” Presumably, both the Bush and Gore slates could have had such certification, the former by voluntary act and the latter perhaps under orders from the Florida Supreme Court. Moreover, it is uncertain what is to happen if a state executive unlawfully refuses to certify a slate of electors, a clear possibility if the hand count had gone forward. Nonetheless, the Act establishes some broad parameters for Congress’ deliberations, and it represents a considered decision to commit the dispute to the political process rather than the judiciary. As Professors Pamela Karlan and Samuel Issacharoff have noted, when Congress passed the Act, it expressly considered and rejected the alternative of submitting such controversies to the Supreme Court. The Act’s sponsor, Senator Sherman of Ohio, explained during debate on the Senate floor that a plan had been proposed “to allow questions of this kind to be certified at once to the Supreme Court for its decisions in case of a division between the two Houses.” But the proposal had “not met with much favor” because “there is a feeling in this country that we ought not to mingle our great judicial tribunal with political questions.”

He continued that:

It would be a very grave fault indeed and a very serious objection to refer a political question in which the people of the country were aroused, about which their feelings were excited, to this great tribunal, which after all has to sit upon the life and property of all the people of the United States.

Of course, resolution by Congress also offered the significant benefit of investing a decision of significant political importance in a body that, unlike the Court, is politically accountable.

This is not to say that, all things considered, the nation would have been better off had Congress resolved Florida’s election dispute, an empirical question that could never be answered definitively. Certainly, the debate would have been messy and intensely political, and it might have produced a true deadlock. If the House and Senate split over which slate of electors to recognize, Congress would have been forced to decide which slate was “certified by the executive of the State” of Florida, a question that likely would have lacked a clear answer. Moreover, had the political process become paralyzed, the Court, having stayed its hand in November and December, could well have been powerless to intervene; there is a strong argument that any dispute concerning how Congress is to count electoral votes would be a nonjusticiable “political question.” Perhaps, as some have contended, leaving the decision to Congress would have precipitated a genuine constitutional crisis.

But the relevant point here is that, as the Court was considering whether to intervene, the most likely scenario if the Court had permitted the hand count to go forward was for the dispute to be resolved in Congress. In early January, members of Congress would have been required to render their own judgments as to which slate of electors had been lawfully appointed, a matter that subsumed the question whether the manual counting of the undervoted ballots ordered by the Florida Supreme Court violated the Equal Protection Clause or the “Manner directed” Clause of Article II. Through its decision in Bush v. Gore, the Rehnquist Court did precisely what it has done throughout its major federalism decisions, from Lopez to Printz to Morrison to Garrett. Namely, the Court determined that these important questions of constitutional meaning must be resolved by the judiciary, not the political process. To paraphrase the Chief Justice, the lawfulness of the manual count ordered by the Florida Supreme Court was “ultimately a judicial rather than a legislative question, and [could] be settled finally only by this Court.” Once again—and in the most dramatic fashion possible—the Court found itself responsible for providing the definitive constitutional answers.

IV. CONCLUSION

The per curiam opinion in Bush v. Gore embraced a novel and rather expansive understanding of equal protection that
seems largely out of character for the Rehnquist Court. But the decision to intervene and resolve the election dispute was not inconsistent with this Court’s general approach to constitutional federalism. When the breadth of congressional authority has not been at issue, the Rehnquist Court has not been especially protective of state sovereignty interests. In fact, in its decisions concerning the principal constitutional limits on state power—namely, the doctrine of preemption and the dormant Commerce Clause—the Rehnquist Court has tended to favor the prerogatives of the federal government and the needs of the national economy over the preservation of states’ political independence. Moreover, the Rehnquist Court’s “new federalism” decisions have been as much about establishing the judiciary’s primacy over Congress in determining the Constitution’s meaning as they have been about reinvigorating the federalism-based limits on Congress’ authority. Its decisions addressing the commerce power, the Tenth Amendment, and section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment all have taken constitutional judgments that were previously left largely to the political process and made them matters for the Court, finally and exclusively, to resolve.

*Bush v. Gore* fits these patterns nicely. The election dispute did not involve the limits on Congress’ legislative powers, thus it is unsurprising that the Court did not fixate on Florida’s sovereignty interests. In fact, the Rehnquist Court has found it necessary to intrude into the sensitive area of how states run their elections on several occasions. It has overturned Connecticut’s closed primary system, which restricted participation in primary elections to the parties’ registered members,[324] as well as California’s so-called “blanket” primary, which permitted voters to cross party lines and vote for members of different parties in contests for different offices.[325] It has prohibited states from limiting the terms of their congressional representatives[326] or from indicating on their ballots whether candidates had supported term limits while in office (or pledged to do so once elected).[327] And it has repeatedly invalidated states’ congressional districting plans, wading into the thicket of assessing state legislators’ true motives in making these intensely political decisions.[328] The manual count ordered by the Florida Supreme Court was another incident of state election law that the Rehnquist Court felt obliged to overturn to protect the national interests at stake, despite the obvious implications for “the autonomy, the decisionmaking ability, and the sovereign capacity of the States.”[329]

*Bush v. Gore* also exemplifies the Rehnquist Court’s rather expansive view of the role of the federal judiciary. Intervening in the election dispute posed great risks for the Court, especially given the chance that its decision would divide along predictable ideological lines. Procedures were in place, as set out in the Electoral Count Act, for Congress to resolve the election dispute, and to many, Congress’ political accountability made it the more appropriate institution for deciding the most political of controversies. But this Court instead saw it proper to resolve the matter itself. As in many of its federalism decisions, the Court determined that the relevant constitutional questions had to be answered outside the caldron of democratic politics.

In the final paragraph of the per curiam opinion, the Court staked its claim to the mantle of judicial restraint: “None are more conscious of the vital limits on judicial authority than are the members of this Court, and none stand more in admiration of the Constitution’s design to leave the selection of the President to the people, through their legislatures, and to the political sphere.”[330] But the Justices’ decisions to grant certiorari and to end the election dispute belie a true deference to politics. Right or wrong, *Bush v. Gore* was a very activist decision.[331] Although the Rehnquist Court may be better known for its attention to the boundary between federal and state power, its “new federalism” has also substantially altered the allocation of authority between the Court and Congress—between the judiciary and the political process. This Court has removed several judgments of constitutional meaning from the realm of politics and made them matters for judicial resolution. Rather than an aberration, *Bush v. Gore* might ultimately be the centerpiece of the Rehnquist Court’s legacy: a movement towards a more court-centered view of our constitutional scheme, and an ingrained distrust of politics as an arbiter of constitutional meaning.
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[235] Id. at 650 (quoting McCulloch v. Maryland, 17 U.S. (4 Wheat.) 316, 421 (1819)).


[238] Katzenbach, 384 U.S. at 650 (quoting Ex Parte Virginia, 100 U.S. 339, 345–46 (1879)).


[245] The precise question in both cases was whether Congress had validly abrogated states’ Eleventh Amendment immunity from unconsented private suits for damages. See Garrett, 121 S. Ct. at 960; Kimel, 528 U.S. at 66–67. But because the Court held, in Seminole Tribe v. Florida, 517 U.S. 44 (1996), that Congress could accomplish such abrogation only pursuant to its section 5 power, the essential question in both cases was whether the laws were justifiable exercises of Congress’ section 5 authority. See Garrett, 121 S. Ct. at 962; Kimel, 528 U.S. at 80.


[247] See Garrett, 121 S. Ct. at 963 (holding that legislation discriminating on the basis of disability “incurs only the minimum ‘rational-basis’ review applicable to general social and economic legislation”); Kimel, 528 U.S. at 83 (“States may discriminate on the basis of age without offending the Fourteenth Amendment if the age classification in question is rationally related to a legitimate state interest.”).

[248] See Garrett, 121 S. Ct. at 965 (assessing whether instances of alleged disability discrimination in the ADA’s legislative record “were irrational under our decision in Cleburne”).

[249] Garrett, 121 S. Ct. at 966; see also Kimel, 528 U.S. at 83 (“Age classifications, unlike governmental conduct based on race or gender, cannot be characterized as ‘so seldom relevant to the achievement of any legitimate state interest that laws grounded in such considerations are deemed to reflect prejudice and antipathy.’”) (quoting Cleburne, 473 U.S. at 440).

[250] As Walter Dellinger and Jonathan Hacker have explained, this approach to section 5 questions arguably turns the original justification for the rational basis test on its head. See Walter Dellinger & Jonathan Hacker, 14th Amendment Is Real Issue in Federalism Cases, NAT’L L.J., Aug. 7, 2000, at A28. The judiciary devised rational basis scrutiny largely to afford legislatures broad deference in drawing classifications that do not involve “suspect” or “quasi-suspect” groups; absent classifications based on race, gender, ethnicity, or the like, courts will defer to the legislature’s judgment if it can be called rational. See id. In its section 5 decisions, however, the Rehnquist Court has used the rational basis test to severely restrict the powers of Congress, requiring that Congress demonstrate not just widespread discrimination, but irrational discrimination (and hence unconstitutional). See id.

[251] See Caminker, supra note 203, at 1143 (noting Rehnquist Court has “departed sharply from the longstanding tradition of deferential means-ends scrutiny”).


[255] See Caminker, supra note 203, at 1154 (“In general, the greater the ratio of statutory applications to actual constitutional violations proscribed, the more cause for concern.”).

[256] City of Boerne, 521 U.S. at 535.

[257] Kimel, 528 U.S. at 86.


[259] See TRIBE, supra note 17, § 5-16, at 959 (describing the standard as “something between intermediate and strict scrutiny”); McConnell, supra note 230, at 166 (explaining City of Boerne replaced “something akin to ‘rational basis scrutiny’ with a narrow tailoring requirement typical
of intermediate scrutiny”); Robert C. Post & Reva B. Sienal, *Equal Protection by Law: Federal Antidiscrimination Legislation After Morrison and Kimel*, 110 YALE L.J. 441, 477 (2000) (observing the Rehnquist Court has used “the congruence and proportionality test to fasten tight restrictions on the exercise of otherwise legitimate section 5 legislation, restrictions that seem analogous to the narrow tailoring required by strict scrutiny”).

[260] See Caminker, *supra* note 203, at 1155 (noting that this aspect of the congruence and proportionality test “impose[s] a presumptive ‘less restrictive alternative’ requirement”).


[264] Id. at 646.


[276] Id. at 478.


[281] Id.

[282] Id. at 1253.

[283] Id. at 1262.
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2001 would have been a travesty of dispute resolution.

Dispute.


See Dana Canedy & David Barstow, Florida Lawmakers to Convene Special Session Tomorrow, N.Y. TIMES, Dec. 7, 2000, at A35.


See id.


But see POSNER, supra note 2, at 155 (noting that there was no guarantee that Florida executive officers would have complied with the Florida Supreme Court’s orders under such circumstances); Sunstein, supra note 9, at 768–69 (same).

See Sunstein, supra note 9, at 768.

U.S. CONST. amend. XII; see also U.S. CONST. art. II, § 1, cl. 3 (“The President of the Senate shall, in the Presence of the Senate and House of Representatives, open all the Certificates, and the Votes shall then be counted.”); POSNER, supra note 2, at 184; Balkin, supra note 9, at 1432.


Id.


Moreover, if Congress had attempted to apply the safe harbor deadline, it would have had to determine whether the respective slates had been “determin[ed] . . . pursuant to” Florida “laws enacted prior to the day fixed for the appointment of the electors,” a question essentially identical to the Article II issue. 3 U.S.C. § 5 (2000).

See Elizabeth Garrett, Leaving the Decision to Congress, in THE VOTE: BUSH, GORE AND THE SUPREME COURT, supra note 9, at 38, 50–51.

See Sunstein, supra note 9, at 769.


Id. at S817–18.

Id.

As Justice Breyer stated in dissent, “Congress, being a political body, expresses the people’s will far more accurately than does an unelected Court. And the people’s will is what elections are about.” Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 155 (2000) (Breyer, J., dissenting); see also Balkin, supra note 9, at 1432; Garrett, supra note 310, at 51–54; Issacharoff, supra note 312, at 653 (“But why is it either surprising or alarming that an electoral deadlock should be resolved by political officials and bodies elected by the same voters?”); Rosen, supra note 312, at A19 (“Congress is better equipped than the courts to make inherently partisan and subjective decisions about which presidential ballots to count in the event of a dispute.”). But see POSNER, supra note 2, at 145 (“A hurry-up congressional trial of Bush Florida electors versus Gore Florida electors in January 2001 would have been a travesty of dispute resolution.”).

See Sunstein, supra note 9, at 769.

See POSNER, supra note 2, at 141–47.

See id. at 161 (stating that it “seems likely” that “without the Court’s intervention the deadlock would have mushroomed into a genuine crisis”); Sunstein, supra note 9, at 769 (“a genuine constitutional crisis might have arisen.”). But see Balkin, supra note 9, at 1437–41 (arguing that fears of a constitutional crisis were overstated). Garret, supra note 310, at 50 (“There was no crisis, nor was one likely to arise.”).

See Karlan, supra note 9, at 97 (noting that, “[g]iven the Court’s general attitude towards politics, “it is hardly surprising that it declined to leave the question of who Florida’s electors should be to Congress to resolve under the Electoral Count Act”).

Again, Bush v. Gore did not technically remove these judgments from Congress, but it did so as a practical matter. See supra note 161.


U.S. Term Limits, Inc. v. Thornton, 514 U.S. 779 (1995) (holding that Arkansas constitutional provision that prohibited name of otherwise eligible candidate for Congress from appearing on general election ballot if he or she had already served three terms in the House of Representatives or two terms in the Senate violated the Qualifications Clauses of Article I).

Cook v. Gralike, 121 S. Ct. 1029 (2001) (invalidating Missouri law requiring that statement “DISREGARDED VOTERS’ INSTRUCTION ON TERM LIMITS” appear on ballot next to name of incumbents who failed to take certain measures in office, and “DECLINED TO PLEDGE TO SUPPORT TERM LIMITS” next to challengers who would not sign specific pledge).


See POSNER, supra note 2, at 258–59; Balkin, supra note 9, at 1433 (“Bush v. Gore is almost a parody of the Bickelian notion of judicial restraint.”).